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Therefore , i believe 
There exists potential and value for makii path as protagonist 
•Dwelling place of collective which enh^€^ff;^macy of Gommunit^ y 
2-Staging places for communal i n te rac t i on�•她 stimulates social eVer 
A big contrast can be seen between a spacious abandoned open 
old and narrow Yu Lok Lane but reflecting the richness of life. Is 
participation? 
space without any life on it and the 
spacious place necessary for public 
3-New and Old 
Replacement of old urban path such as Yu Lo 
developed CQmmercial and residential buildi 
in dealing with the urban renewal issues. Ho 
from those renewal projects when the old and 
containing richness of life will come to an end 
Qd the demolished one'-Ya 
fc responses and strategn 
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Me to each other. The fal ~ 
i identity and belong ng 
Background Thoughts and Evocation 
Urban Experiences are created and enhanced by the path linking different buildings and 
spaces, level of porosity of path affects people experience and movement in urabn fabric. 
However, building and path , both are in equality.In my thesis,i would like to explore 
the porosity of urban fabric so as to create an event path giving a lifeful experience and 
accomodating communal activities when moving between buildings. 
Usually in H.K. development, like project of LIRA, demolishing and detroying the old urban 
fabric and imposing a new environment without acknowledging the exisiting valuable 
lifehood are their strategies.Porosity between urban fabric is being ignored. 
1-Built and Unbuilt 
There exists a tendency of built objects are often the main things people nowadays pay attention 
to and take into account. However, the negative, left over and 
cohesive experiences formed by the mutual interaction between 
involvement of people. 
2-Spaciousness and Congestion 
interstitial spaces always create a 
those characteristics of spaces and 
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Objectives and Strategies 
Objectives 
There is an opportunity in enhancing the communities by providing opportunities for 
interaction. By using of path as thread binding different communities, a cohesive experience 
will be created. Serious of architectural interventions relate local condition to broader 
urban fabric and enrich the experiences for the pedestrian as he/she walk along which at 
the same time improve the existing urban condition without creating conflicts 
Strategies 
Strategies are proposed to repsonse the three isssues mentioned in the background 
thoughts and evocation. 
1-Path as Building ( Built and Unbuilt ) 
i- creating linear , continous and ambiguous spaces 
ii- increasing the surface/platform for meeting different people and creating nodes for 
interaction. 
2-Integration of new spaces and existing activities ( New and Old ) 
i- inserting new spaces for catering exisitng diversified activities with minimum to 
existing social structure and urban fabric. 
Rehabilitation of used and unused ( Spacious and Congestion ) 







As a community has their distinct characteristics of localism, site selection is the fundamental 
issue for the consideration of design approach and strategies and identification of the 
specific community interests, culture and needs. 
Sai Ying Pun , Mong Kok and Tai Po are the three sites chosen for the preliminary 
consideration of the site. 
Sai Ying Pun 
b l l M E i y j L 
Tai Po Mong Kok 
M M 
Sai Ying Pun 
Population: 106 
Median Age:40 
Building Types: Mixed used ( commercial and residential ) 
Urban Path Characteristics: Lanes of various width and 
ength with community life. Some lanes locates at the front 
of the buildings. With the topographic influence, the sloping 
of the site makes those lanes with level differences. 
Tai Po 
Population: 5000 
Median Age: 37 
Building Types: Mixed use ( commercial and 
re引dentia丨）,no pubici building 
Urban Path Characteristics: windmills lanes 
pattern leading to the central open plaza. 
The four main lanes and the branching lanes 
are vehicular free for pedestrain only. 
Mong Kok 
Population: 10000 
Median Age: 45 
Building Types: Mixed use ( 
commercial and residential ), no 
public buildings. 
Urban Path Characteristics: striaght 
linear narrow lanes at the back of 
the buildings 
Sai Ying Pun-
Historical site composites of old and new buildings with interesting lanes network.Because 
of topological reasons, sloping of the site allowed the emergence of terrace and lanes with 
level differences. 
Tai Po-
Pedestrian zome with windmills pattern and central courtyard space for public and local 
residents.The four main lanes and branching lanes make a vehicular free system for 
pedestiran. 
Mong Kok-
Straight linear lanes running at the back of mixe used buildings with undesirable usages. 
The commercial activites dominate the residential lives of residents. 
Urban Pedestrian Path Network of three sites 
a 
Finally, i come up with Sai Ying Pun as my site and the study area starts from Eastern 
Street, across Centre Street and bounded by Western Street. 
Site Selection 
Site Study (Historical aspect) 
In early years, Center Street was the center of Chinese residential and commercial area. 
The name 'Center' meant the center of the Chinese community. At the later development, 
Eastern and Western street were built on the either sides of Center Street. Sloping up the 
from the hill, there were many open air stalls selling different variety of goods and the 
common ground for the residents' social interaction. 
Residential buildings were built from pre war to 60's , 70's , 80's which ranges from 2 
stories to 10-16 stories, and some newly built podium building. Besides, religious,educat 





Two developing centers in Sai Ying Pun and 
Sheung Wan.Orthogonal grid imposed on two 
districts giving a rectangular building land 
lots. For Sai Ying Pun, the spine Centre Street 
formed the linear core element accomodating 
variety of activities. 
i i i i M 
Year 1930-1945 
Subdivision of land lots,emergence of Lanes and 
new coastal line was formed by reclamation. 
More Public buildings were found. 
Year 2006 
Site Study (Tangilble Study Mappings) 
The building blocks in this site are in various shapes and sizes which scattered around the 
site. For each island , the organisation principle is unique and not identical which show 
different sense of place of the site. 
There are different types of public buildings in this area , but they are mainly distributed 
at the boundary.The two markets and the food center situated at the center of the site, 
forming the focal place for social interaction and daily activities. 
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The residential buidlings are classified into 3 types, built from pre war to 60's, 80's and 
90's which their heights ranges from 5 storeys to over 20 storeys podium buildings. Those 
buildings built at pre war period are now facing the renewal problems imposed by the 
URA. 
The urban path network composes of traffic and pedestrian network path which separate 
from each other. The 2 pedestrian zone at the Center st. and the branching lanes form the 
pedestrian network, while the traffic network is either along the Western, Eastern St or 
along the 1st to high St longitudinally. 
Building Height (Residential) Urban Path Network (Pedestrian and Traffic) 
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Adjacent vacant lot 
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Different variety of shops selling the products of commodity fulfill the daily needs of 
residents. 
Open spaces distribution is uneven and lacked in this site while on the other hand, there 
are vacant lot scattered in the site which is unused. 
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Urban Pedestrian Path Study (cont d) 
12 Urban pedestrian paths are chosen to study. Generally, there exists two types of 
urabn pedestrian paths which namely as transverse and longitudinal. For the transverse 
case, it transports and connects people from one point to another which mainly served 
as circulation which people will just pass by. While for the longitudinal case, it shares the 
same function as the transverse case which is circulation , but it leads to a destination 
which people may stay. 
TRANSVERSE LONGITUDINAL 
Path Alignment-
In transverse case, for opposite paths, they shifts a little bit so that paths on the opposite 
sides will not run through. 
In longitudinal case, paths on the opposite sides can actually visually link. 
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The publicness of the 12 studied urban paths relates to the adjacent buildings with different 
level of publicness. 
Studied paths and the adjacent buildings Publicness of studied paths 
-5 stofeys 
0-15 stofeys 
bi Municipal bufldings 
The relation between the adjacent buildings, profile , negative 
shape and connectivity of the urban paths are the issues i 
looked into. 
After cutting sections along different paths, different 
sequential changes can be observed for transverse and 
longitudinal type. 
For the transverse type, as it is mainly for the circulation 
means,the profile doesnt change much when people walk 
along, only the vertical sense is changing. 
For the longitudinal type, as people may stay along hte path, 
the profile changes horizontally when people walk along and 
with slightly level changes. 
Besides, there are typical paths for both the transverse and 
longitudinal type. 
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-path and open space for sitting out •• 
-path and building which is the extension of people's home«» “ … ？ 
-path and stairs with dynamic and sense of flow / 
-Semi concealed space which wider than the tubular one ©f trans\/erse case 
丨年 
¥ _ _ m 
Urban Pedestrian Path Study (cont d) 
Typical Urban Padestrian Path 
丁r3 门 sve�se: 
-path and podium building without program 
-path and roof garden with visual linkage between different levels 
-tubular narrow path emphasizing verticallity 
-Path and adjacent: fenced vacant space-
After studying, there exist relationships between the path , the building and the adjacent 
open spaces.Besides, there are potential for plugging in some programs, uitilizing those 
space for�evitalization of dead path and blurring the sharp and clear cut boundary between 
path and buildings. 
9 
^ Activities-mm 
As most of the residents are eldery, 
they just wandering and taking rest 
around their place of living such as 
alleyway outside their home,little 
sitting out area or even the curbs 
outside some shops. There are 
some parks down the slope on the 
opposite side of Qeen's Road East, 
but have to across the busy traffic. 
Two community centers in this 
area but they do not mainly serve 
for the community as most of the 
rooms are rent out for other social 
organization.There is a metal shed 
shrine for the worship of the local 
resident, ritual events will be held 
every Chinese festival. 
Bussiness-
There are many small bussiness 
mainly serve for the daily and 
basic needs of the near by 
residents such as food stalls, 
resta u rants,ma rkets 
Difficiency and needs-
Lack of leisure facilities and 
ultilised open spaces. There are 
richess and variety of activities and 













with trace of 
neighborhood 
life. 
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Community Study (cont'd) 
Activities and Locations 
are studied in order to find 
out types of activities and 
the occurence of them in 
this community.As i believe 
there are various types of 
communities in this site and 
i would like to deifine those 
communities in terms of 
activites but not the types of 
people. Defining communities 
in terms of activities can 
avoid the isolation between 
groups of people as different 
kind s of people will share 
the same interests. 
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Loading and unloading 
People involving; 
Workers 
Occurence of the activities 
articulation of urban path, 
shed shrine every Chinese festivals 
crowded area around the markets. 
in the site somehow relates to the types of building and the 
For example, ritual events will take place near by the metal 
while people are taking rest near the busy and 
Overiaping of Activities and 
Locations 
Activeness & distribution of people Daily route of different types of people 
•• • 
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By overiaping different activities, dashing with each other witout any order is the result 
i found , some area are very congested and concentrated while others are loose and not 
used. Eldery and local residents such as housewife are the most active people in the site 
and by following people route , people are congested along the Centre Street, people 
actually come across with each other but no chance and space for social interaction. 
1 � 
a 
A model for the rehabilitation of European cities. The new use and the mix of business 
and culture, restuarants and residential.European typology alternative to the American 
shopping mall. This project is a puzzle assembled a number of different building blocks 
or pieces. But this block are not buildings, they are courts and passages which establish 
a new order. 
The interior of the blocks will be rebuilt as a serires of courts with their distinct characteristics, 
so that stroll through the city block will become a pleasurebly diversified urban experience. 
Connecting the buildings by a dense network of arcades and courtyards and responding 
the surrounding site issues 
This inward-oriented urban planning gives sensual effect of space, on the alternation 
between narrow and broad, on a system of routes and on a sequences of covered and 
open courtyards so that outside world is always present whether in the form of sunshine, 
rain or snow. 
Rafael Vinoly _Tokyo International Forum 
Precedent Study 
Herzog & De Meuron — Five Business Passages in Munich 
炉.公： 
w i 
The ambiguity between the interior and the exterior. The auditoriua, arranged one after 
another, forming a continuous streetfront on the exterior and the public agora on the 
reversed side defined by the auditoria and the crystalline elliptical plan of the glazed 
atrium. This public place if extremely permeable in terms of the pedestrian movement and 
view thorughout the site. 
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A new perception of library which addresses the urban needs and the changing form of 
information media, there are spaces like urban living room and mixing chamber, which 
give a new meaning to a traditional library. 
Zoning is applied to this projects which consists of five stability ( Headquaters, Books, 
Assembly,Staff and Parking ) and four instability ( Reading , Mixing chamber , Living 
room and Kids )• As each platform is designed for unique purpose , therefore their sizes 
,flexibilty , circulation etc vary. And the interface between each platform is organized 
of spaces for work, interaction and play. 
China 一Tubular Rasa Proposals for Daxin village 
Precedent Study (cont/d) 
OMA—Seattle Central Library 
• - ' 
Upper: Daxin Village Proposal 1 
By adapting the upper stores strategy, with the meandering street characteristics, it 
introduces the commercial aspects of the city into a village. Besides, it uses the existing 
open spaces as the commercial leisure spaces and connective tissues for the flexibity 
development of this village. 
Bottom: Daxin Village Proposal 2 
This proposal transforms the organic grid of the existing fabric into an orthogonal grid system 
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Center Street Project-Yu Lok Lane 
Project Information: 
Site Area : 2,156 square metre 
No. of affected buildings : 22 
No. of affected households : 80 
No. of affected property interests : 80 
Residential : about 16,220 square metre (about 270 units) 
Retail : About 170 square metre 
Open Space : Not less than 1,100 square metre 
First Stree and Second Street Project-Yu Po Lane 
Project Information; 
A commercial/residential redevelopment in Sai Ying Pun district of. 
Site Area: 3,536 square metres 
Residential: about 32,757 square metres 
Commercial: 1,714 square metres 
Open Space: about 700 square metres 
Government, Institute and Community Facilities: about 2,188 square metres 
The LIRA redevelopement and revitalization projects although improve the building saftey 
and living environment of the proposed sites, it somehow neglect the basic need of the 
local residents. The residents originally lived there have to move out from the place they 
lived and are familiar for many years.Besides, the newly built area gives new meaning to 
the sits but totally isolates from the distinctive localism. Also , the benefit of adding the 
open spaces are questionable whether it's for the sake of the community or the developer 
when the new residential tower is built next to the open greenery spaces. 





ti 5 For resting 3500mm sufficient for 
accomodating 
circulation and resting 
Path 3 -9000mm 
、“胸-1 “ «« ^ 
Path 5b -3500mm Path 6-2600mm Path 7 -5000mm 
For ritual Path 3 -9000mm For playground Path 11 -3000mm 
For front yard 
3500mm sufficient for 
accomodating 
circulation and front 
yard 
Path 5b -3500mm 
隱 
Path 7 -5000mm Path 10 -4000mm Path 5a -6000mm 
Path 3 -9000mm Path 11 -3000mm Path 12 -4500mm 
Potential Urban Pedestrian Paths 
For small business 
2500mm sufficient for 
accomodating 
circul3tion 3nd small 
business 
Path 0 -2500mm 
Preliminary Design Approach 1 
The following concepts are in response to the 3 main strategies mentioned before which 
are Path as Building , Integration of new space and existing activities and Rehabilitation 
of dead urban pedestrian path and vacant lot. 
According to the BD regulation, the width of the pedestrian path should not be less than 
�27500nnm, therefore, from the 12 studied urban pedestrian paths, only 7 out of 12 can 
be considered as the potential urban path for the design. 
Besides, types of activites varies with the width of the path at present time , however, is 
not well articulated and facilitated. 
Preliminary Design Approach 1 (contd) 
18 
The seven potential urban pedestrian path 
with the adjacent open spaces and vacant lots 
will be the designed area in the site.With the 
architectural interventions , path, activites , 
built objects and people are interwove. 
Below are the original Path 10 and the conceptual 
idea of the Path 10 after intervention is added. 
Open to public 
Vacant and fenced 
Path 10 Before 
Decentralizing the congested areas by 
architectural intervention forming the four 
clusters of activities zones. For buildings 
(blue)adjacent to the potential paths 
(red) which were built in pre war period , 
refurnishmentand demolition are proposed 
to improve the living environment. And 
the four clusters will be visually linked 
with each other.Open spaces(green) and 
vacant lots(orange) will also be ultilised in 
the proposal. 
Reorganizing the exisiting activities and 
insertion of new proposed programs but 
at the same time still maintian the initial 
quaility of spaces. 
Vacant ；丨 
滋 Pmpo«i«d rftfumtsh buik1»ngs 
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Design Approach 2 
•1 n 
Transverse and Longitudinal Site 
Identifying two sites which are longitudinal and transverse site for the design . For the 
transverse site, conveying of people smoothly from first,second and third street with 
communal activities along the path is the main objective while for the longitudinal site, 
one linear and directional path linking the King George V memorial park and the Sai Ying 
Pun Market acts as a connector and at the same time revitalized the vacant site and 
improve the porosity of the site. 
17 
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Design Approach 2 Transverse Si 
• I 
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Using the characteristics of going up 
by steps observed in the transverse 
site.Demolised the existing not 
welcoming Cooked Food Centre and 
abandoned pre war houses which 
convey people starting from the 
First Street , acrossing Second and 
Third Street with communal activites 
(Library,Elderly Centre,Cafe, ) and 
Residential building along the path 
-Event Path. 
Design Approach 2 Transverse Si 
MTIml'Tr：]! 
Existing Condition: 
-one massive opague building block 
-paths at two sides of building 
First Trial: 
-courtyard at center lit the whole 
building 
-introduce a direct path pass through 
the building 
-enclosed the site , not welcoming 
Finalised Version: 
-split building mass to free up the 
ground level 
-extension of stairs at both sides , 
whole area be comes public circulation 
path 
-different relation to the ground level ； 
floating,insert and sit on. 
Conceptual idea: 
Rubbles (Buidling Block) along the 
stream (Path). 
Building Blocks form from regular 
to irregular , exploded and become 
fragmented when Path and Bulling 
interact. 
Design Approach 2 Transverse Si 
X 
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Design Approach 2 Transverse Si 
Design Approach 2 Transverse Si 
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Design Approach 2 Transverse Si 
Design Approach 2 Lonqitudina丨 Site 
LONGITUDINAL 
Design Approach 2 Longituclina 
, 〜 / 
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Using the characteristics of changing profile along longitudinal path observed in the site, 
create a linear , directional path connecting the King V Memorial Park and the Centre 
Street Market with stages of programs mediating between and plugging into three feature 
walls. The vacant site is then being refurnished by the Youth and Children Centre and 
Worker's Centre. Several new path accesses are intorduced to this site to further enhance 
the porosity in the perpendicular direction. This move is also to open up the ground floor 
level of some informal industrial business ,so as to provide more space for their daily 
working.Transparency and visual connection with different activities can be experineced 
when walking along the path - Event Path 
Finalised Version: 
- o n e continuous path penetrating the whole building 
- l i near and framental building whith changing profiles 
- 3 feature walls separate and connect between different spaces 
- ta rge t mainly for youth and workers 
- f r e e up ground floor level of some shops to open up the site 
Design Approach 2 Lo 
27 
First Trial: 
- o n e continue path connecting different programs 
- t w o courtyards formed by the looping of path 
- invers ion of space 









New Access u： 
Section 1 
Design Approach 2 Lon: na 
L 
Changing of profiles, forming different levels of stages along 
the main center path 
Section 1 
-New access on both sides at different levels 
-visual connnection between inside and outside 
Section 2 
-Wall as separation of spaces but also linking of spaces 
e l a i o u d u t ; 
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Design Approach 2 Lonqitudina丨 Site 
Section 3 
-New access on both sides at different levels 
-Visual linkage between inside and outside 
-Central void space litting up the lower ground 
Section 4 
-Existing Path going through the building 
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Design Approach 2 itud 
To King Georne V Memorial Park 
.4� To Sai Ying-Pun Market 
-Exhibition Space 
W^ i^-MtMIporpose Space 
' : Bcok Store 
•Garden : Greenery/S nirg Out 
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Design Approach 2 na 
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